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DIARIES
First-hand experiences of
some of our happy customers.



Welcome to a book of real stories that 

will handhold you through the meticulous 

bathroom renovation process undertaken 

by Bathsense Bespoke. The first-hand 

experiences of our customers will give you an 

understanding of our thoughtful end-to-end 

bathroom design to execution process and 

help you make an informed decision.





The journey of renovating Dr. K.S.M Shareef’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“Plumbing is such an important part of the bathroom renovation process and the Bathsense 

Bespoke team have truly exceeded my expectations when it comes to plumbing solutions.”

“I was so happy when I got the bathrooms ready on the date that they had promised.

This was possible only due to the engineers’ constant supervision, superb team work

and the choice of contractors hired.”

“I was really stressed out with the hassles that come with bathroom renovation.

But these guys really impressed me with their smooth execution and quality of work.”



Clear understanding of the task at hand.

“First, the designers understood the reason for renovation and challenges faced by me in my old bathroom.”

STAGE 1



“The Bespoke designers helped me visualise my bathroom even before the work started.”

Presenting the Blueprint and 3D Render for better understanding.

STAGE 3

Expert recommendations from Bespoke designers.

STAGE 2

“The Bespoke designers made sure I got solutions for all my requirements.”

Addition of storage
in common area

A modern-looking
bathroom

Bathroom segregated into dry 
and wet area by including a 

shower partition.

Vanity added
below basin.

Sitting space added 
to the  shower area 

for convenience.

Storage space added outside the bathroom.

Subtle Perfection & Sanctuary themes used for a beautiful 
minimalistic-looking bathroom with a touch of nature.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Optimisation of
space



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.

“And finally, this is what my bathroom looks like.”

STAGE 4



“The Bespoke transformation at a glance”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



“Now, every bathroom in my home is a Bespoke bathroom.”



The journey of renovating Mr. Nabeel Farookie’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“I was looking for end-to-end bathroom renovation services and with Bathsense Bespoke 

I came across the most supportive and hard-working team working on my bathroom, from 

start to end.”

“I really wanted my bathroom to look a specific way. The Bathsense Bepoke team diligently 

incorporated my feedback into their master design plan. My bathroom now looks even better 

than I had imagined.” 

“I was extremely happy with the high-grade quality of the accessories used as well as

their overall designing expertise and execution.”



Clear understanding of the task at hand.

“First, the designers understood the reason for renovation and challenges faced by me in my old bathroom.”

STAGE 1



“The Bespoke designers helped me visualise my bathroom even before the work started.”

Presenting the Blueprint and 3D Render for better understanding.

STAGE 3

Expert recommendations from Bespoke designers.

STAGE 2

“The Bespoke designers made sure I got solutions for all my requirements.”

Wet & dry area
division

Better storage
area

A luxury look
for the bathroom

Introduced a shower enclosure to segregate the dry and wet area.

Vanity & tall unit installed for additional storage.

Urban Vogue theme with French gold fittings 
used for an ultra luxe look.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Issue with common
plumbing & electric
line

Interconnected plumbing and electric lines 
split into 2 different parts.



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.

“And finally, this is what my bathroom looks like.”

STAGE 4



“The Bespoke transformation at a glance”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



To

From a regular bathroom

“Now, every bathroom in my home is a Bespoke bathroom.”

A Bespoke Bathroom!



The journey of renovating Smt. Narayani’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“I was facing a lot of challenges with my bathroom. The Bathsense Bespoke team patiently 

solved all those problems with their complete & efficient bathroom renovation services.”

“I am absolutely happy with their excellent designs, quality products and overall work.”

“I was delighted to see how my bathroom shaped up, right on time. All because of their 

commendable co-ordination and execution!



Clear understanding of the task at hand.

“First, the designers understood the reason for renovation and challenges faced by me in my old bathroom.”

STAGE 1



“The Bespoke designers helped me visualise my bathroom even before the work started.”

Presenting the Blueprint and 3D Render for better understanding.

STAGE 3

Expert recommendations from Bespoke designers.

STAGE 2

“The Bespoke designers made sure I got solutions for all my requirements.”

Water-proofing

More storage space

Clean site after
process

Dampblock 2K & Hydroloc technology used, to stop leakages.

Vanity above the ledge wall & wall- mounted closet 
provided for optimized storage space.

Debris removed and other construction paraphernalia cleaned 
out for clean and hygienic premises.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Modern-looking
bathroom Urban Vogue design provided for a contemporary look.

Long-lasting door UPVC door installed for durability.



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.

“And finally, this is what my bathroom looks like.”

STAGE 4



“The Bespoke transformation at a glance”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



“Now, every bathroom in my home is a Bespoke bathroom.”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



The journey of renovating Mr. TS Kuttan’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“I was looking for a hassle-free bathroom renovation experience and was more than satisfied 

with Bathsense Bespoke’s super coordinated team, commendable design expertise and 

smooth-sailing execution.”

“I was highly impressed by how their team cleaned the site and left it all prim and proper once 

the work was done.”

“The team brought to me multiple beautiful design options to choose from, before

the renovations of my bathroom began.”



Clear understanding of the task at hand.

“First, the designers understood the reason for renovation and challenges faced by me in my old bathroom.”

STAGE 1



“The Bespoke designers helped me visualise my bathroom even before the work started.”

Presenting the Blueprint and 3D Render for better understanding.

STAGE 3

Expert recommendations from Bespoke designers.

STAGE 2

“The Bespoke designers made sure I got solutions for all my requirements.”

Wet & Dry
area division

Better storage
area

Natural ambience

Installed shower enclosure to segregate wet and dry area.

Vanity & tall unit installed for additional storage area.

Sanctuary theme adopted, using wooden planks and 
floral tiles to add a touch of nature to the bathroom.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Hygiene
Regular end-of-the-day site cleaning 

undertaken to maintain hygiene.



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.

“And finally, this is what my bathroom looks like.”

STAGE 4



“The Bespoke transformation at a glance”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



The journey of renovating Mr. Sabu Philip’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“The Bathsense Bespoke team showed me multiple new designs for my bathroom before the 

renovations began, which simplified the entire process for me.”

“Their coordination and overall execution was commendable. I would definitely recommend

Bathsense Bespoke to everyone.”

“The products and accessories they used in my bathroom were of top-notch quality”



Clear understanding of the task at hand.

“First, the designers understood the reason for renovation and challenges faced by me in my old bathroom.”

STAGE 1



“The Bespoke designers helped me visualise my bathroom even before the work started.”

Presenting the Blueprint and 3D Render for better understanding.

STAGE 3

Expert recommendations from Bespoke designers.

STAGE 2

“The Bespoke designers made sure I got solutions for all my requirements.”

Wet & Dry
area division

Modern-looking
bathroom required

Cleaning and
debris removal

Provided shower partition to segregate bathroom into wet and dry area.

Subtle Perfection theme used for an ultra modern look.

Debris removed and all construction paraphernalia 
wrapped up for a clean and hygienic site.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS EXPERT SOLUTIONS

Long-lasting door UPVC door provided for durability.

Additional
storage space Vanity Provided Below washbasin.



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.

“And finally, this is what my bathroom looks like.”

STAGE 4



“The Bespoke transformation at a glance”

From a regular bathroom

A Bespoke Bathroom!

To



The journey of renovating Mr. Shantanu Pusalkar’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“The workmanship and finesse delivered by the Bathsense Bespoke team was outstanding.”

“I was impressed by the end results of my newly renovated bathroom. Their team, indeed did 

a fabulous job with it and delivered what they promised.”

OTHER HAPPY CUSTOMERS



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.



The journey of renovating Mr. Nishith Pandya’s

regular bathroom into a Bespoke bathroom.

“I wanted my bathroom renovation experience to be hassle-free and thanks to Bathsense Bespoke’s 

one-point contact bathroom renovation services I got exactly what I was looking for.”

“All the team members were extremely professional and right on time to revert to all 

of my concerns.”

OTHER HAPPY CUSTOMERS



Presenting the fully transformed bathroom.
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